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ACCENT® OPAQUE

A premium sheet that stacks up to more expensive papers 
in quality, performance, selection — and results.

HP PAPERS

Manufactured with ColorLok® Technology, every sheet of HP 
Papers is optimized to run with HP® printers, inks and toners.

WILLIAMSBURG

Engineered for superior runnability, printers know that 
Williamsburg is the workhorse of the print shop.

HAMMERMILL®

We’ve been producing Hammermill, the leading mill-
brand paper in North America, for over 120 years.

SPRINGHILL®

Classic pastels that make personal and professional projects 
pop — perfect for home, school, business and art. 

A family of trusted brands.

DID YOU 
KNOW?

THE GLOBAL 
PRINTING PAPERS 
BUSINESS OF 
INTERNATIONAL 
PAPER IS NOW 
SYLVAMO.

LEARN MORE: 

Learn more about the World’s Paper Company and read about 
our commitment to sustainable forests at out projects at  
www.sylvamo.com.

We translate this unique 
combination as “love of forests.” 
Our entire company depends  
on the sustainability of forests.  
The name Sylvamo speaks to  
our connection to trees and 
highlights our role as stewards  
of sustainable forests.

WHAT SYLVAMO STANDS FOR
As a company, Sylvamo is 
committed to the success of  
the entire paper ecosystem.  
Our purpose is to produce the paper 
the world relies on in the most 
responsible and sustainable ways. 

From the forests we love,  
to the communities where we live, 
to those who rely on our paper, 
we know the well-being of each 
depends on the well-being of all.

FULFILLING THE PROMISE OF PAPER
Paper connects us to one  
another and is an enduring bond  
to renewable natural resources.  
We believe in the promise of 

paper to educate, communicate 
and entertain — and we transform 
renewable resources into paper 
in order to fulfill this promise.

http://www.sylvamo.com

